Transcription of intermediate filament genes is enhanced in focal cortical dysplasia.
Focal cortical dysplasia (FCD) is characterized by disorganized cerebral cortical cytoarchitecture. Increased expression of several intermediate filament (IF) proteins such as neurofilament, vimentin, alpha-internexin, and nestin observed in dysplastic "balloon" neurons (DN) may contribute to disrupted cortical lamination. We hypothesized that increased IF protein expression results from enhanced IF gene transcription within dysplastic neurons. We used a novel strategy to evaluate IF mRNA expression in three FCD specimens from medically intractable epilepsy patients. Poly(A) mRNA was amplified (aRNA) from single microdissected DN, morphologically normal neurons at the margin of the FCD resection, morphologically normal neurons in non-FCD cortex from epilepsy patients, and normal control neurons. Radiolabeled aRNA from single neurons was used to probe cDNA arrays containing the low (NFL), medium (NFM) and high (NFH) molecular weight neurofilament isoform, alpha-internexin, desmin, vimentin, peripherin (PRPH), nestin, and glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP) cDNAs. Hybridization intensity of aRNA-cDNA hybrids was used to quantify relative IF abundance. Increased expression of nestin, alpha-internexin, PRPH, vimentin, NFL, NFM, and NFH mRNAs was found in DN when compared with the three control neuronal subtypes. Desmin and GFAP mRNAs were not detected in any cell types. Expression of PRPH mRNA and protein in select DN was confirmed by reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction and immunohistochemistry. We conclude that aberrant expression of IF proteins in FCD likely results from enhanced transcription of IF genes in dysplastic neurons and propose that future analysis of transcriptional elements that regulate IF expression be evaluated in FCD.